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Abstract 

 
This study discusses negotiation process and cultural identity of Alim, the main character in the film 
Touch of Pink. This qualitative descriptive study uses Stuart Hall‘s identities theory to examine the 
way Alim, a moslem Indian homosexual man negotiate his cultural identity while he lives in Toronto. 
The findings show that Alim‘s internal conflicts are caused by the clash between Indian cultural 
identity that Alim still hold and homosexual identity. The negotiation is done by Alim in order to 
solve the conflicts and reach his goal. Through negotiation process, Alim can define his positions 
individually and culturally in multicultural world that finally influence his attitude toward 
differences. 
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Introduction 
  
Our world today does not consist of homogeneous society anymore. The pluralism, migration and globalization 
create what so called heterogeneous and multicultural society. This condition is mainly triggered by de-
teritorialization and globalization which blur the margin and enable human move to other places easily. This 
multicultural condition is the gate of cultural integration. However, cultural integration as final goal of society life 
in diasporas society is not an easy process. The way an individual sees other person‘s identity will indirectly create 
border line between ―us‖ and ―them‖. In other words, a certain community might feel uncomfortable when they 
are interacting with other community with different cultural background, which is considered different. Not only 
race/ethnicity difference, this borderline can also be stemmed from sexuality orientation difference. The problem 
of the life of immigrants and their  problems related to the issue of cultural identity is the theme that occasionally 
raised in multicultural works, especially movie as representation media, one of which is Touch of Pink. 

This movie tells about internal conflict of Alim, Indian descendant immigrant currently lives in London who 
prefers to live a homosexual life with his partner, Giles. That choice contradicts with her mother‘s and family‘s 
hope to see him marries a ‗nice-decent-Indian‘ woman and has children. Alim‘s cannot make sense the idea of 
homosexuality and being moslem Indian as dynamic cultural identity. It makes him avoid Indian culture by refusing 
to come home, and at the same time hides his homosexuality when her mother comes to visit. The conflicts he 
experience trigger him to negotiate in reconstruct and redefine his cultural identity.  

Cultural identity is an individual‘s sense of self derived from formal or informal membership in  groups that 
transmit and inculcate knowledge, beliefs, values, attitudes, traditions, and ways of life. Cultural identity changes 
over time and many times create crisis or conflict. It is intertwined with power and privilege, affected by close 
relationships, and negotiated through communication. In this case, the position of immigrant may be problematic 
in this globalized and multicultural world in which Western values have become dominant. While in fact each 
culture has its own personality and every human being is unique. As minority group, the immigrant force to live in 
two cultures, the new and the root culture. In a new situation, identities start to dissolve and be questioned. 
Thus, it is importance for the immigrants to negotiate their identity and indeed, the strategy is needed to make 
sense of their existence.  As Woodward‘s  (1997:1) statement that  ―Identity gives us a location in the world and 
presents the link between us and society in which we live…identity gives us an idea of who we are and how we 
relate to others and to the world in which we live. 

The problematic position of immigrant is clearly portrayed in the movie entitled Touch of Pink which raised 
the issue of cultural identity conflict experienced by Alim, an Indian immigrant. Generally, there are two cultures 
which eventually create friction; the first is Indian culture represented by Alim‘s family in Toronto and Nuru – 
Alim‘s mother – in the beginning of the movie, the second is western culture represented by Giles – Alim‘s 
boyfriend. Those two cultures depicted as fragmented and have distance. The friction of two cultures is intensified 
by controversial issue such as homosexuality which becomes central problem in the movie. Thus, the issue 
portrayed in the movie is cultural identity conflict and homosexuality experienced Indian immigrant. The clash of 
Indian culture which still upheld and homosexual identity trigger cultural identity conflict in Alim. Because Alim 
lives in ‗two separated worlds‘, he then needs a strategy to respond those conflicting cultures. The alternative in 
bridging conflicts and facing those different cultural identity is negotiation. By undergoes negotiation process, 
immigrant characters are able to decide their position in multicultural world and finally affect their attitude 
toward differences. Thus, this paper focuses in discussing  Alim‘s conflict causes by two different cultures he 
experience and also his negotiation in defining his cultural identity. 
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Cultural Identity 
 
Broadly speaking, cultural identity may refer to identification with, or sense of belonging to, a  particular group 
based on various cultural categories, including nationality, ethnicity, race, gender, and religion. Hall (1996: 611) 
mentions that cultural identity is constructed and maintained through the process of sharing collective knowledge 
such as traditions, heritage, language, aesthetics, norms and customs. As individuals typically affiliate with more 
than one cultural group, cultural identity is complex and multifaceted. In the globalized world with increasing 
intercultural encounters, cultural identity is constantly enacted, negotiated, maintained, and challenged through 

communicative practices. 
Thus, it can be said that cultural identity is not a constant essence. Cultural identity becomes a problem 

when crisis happens, that is when something regarded as the ―essence‖ cannot be found in the journey in defining 
cultural identity. In fact, what so called fixed identity does not exist at all. Hall in Rutherford (1990: 226) states 
that, 

 
Cultural identity is not a fixed essence at all, lying unchanged outside history and culture. It is not 
some universal and transcendental spirit inside us on which history has made no fundamental 
mark.... Cultural identities are the points of identification, the unstable points of identification of 
suture, which are made, within the discourse of history and culture. Not an essence, but positioning. 
 

Therefore, cultural identity identification is a never ending process which continuously change based on the 
situation. Furthermore, Hall in Rutherford (1990: 225) regards identity as a flexible construction, a process covers 
not only ‗being‘, but also ‗becoming‘, a principle difference between ―who we are‖ and ―what we become‖. This 
becoming process is also continuously progressing depending on social and cultural condition of certain place and 
time. As a result, the values will always change along with the changing of culture and history.  

In such condition, immigrants who are usually consisting of minority groups may undergo conflict between 
new culture and root culture.  According to Hall (1997:51), ―… this idea of otherness as an inner compulsion 
changes our conception of 'cultural identity'.‖ That the feeling of ambivalence may trigger an immigrant to 
redefine his/her cultural identities since it is natural for human being to look for this sense of belongingness.  
Finally, Diaspora identities are those which are constantly producing and reproducing themselves anew, through 
transformation and difference (Hall in Rutherford, 1990:235). 

 

Negotiation and Difference 
 
Multicultural society is the society which consists of two or more cultural communities. It is in line with Parekh‘s 
(2000: 1) opinion that multicultural society is a society consists of several different cultural groups, ethnics, and 
religion. In multicultural society, pluralism and difference are something that cannot be avoided since 
globalization and modernization enable fast mobility of human and culture. As a consequence, the values held by a 
certain community tend to easily change. Related to the conflicts happen in the society with various cultural 
backgrounds, Parekh (2000:198) mentioned that inter-cultural dialogue and negotiation play important role in 
multicultural society since those will bridge different cultures which shape the whole society. Furthermore, Parekh 
(2000:198) also explained that to be able to conduct dialogue and negotiation, each party must avoid 
ethnocentrism and place all culture equally. With this kind of openness, each cultural group has a chance to see 
the positive side of other cultures as well as the negative side of its own culture. It lead to the ability to learn 
from that diversity to complete one‘s culture. 

 In this process of inter-cultural dialogue and negotiation, each culture should leave its center and move 
closer to ‗cultural intersection‘ which eventually blur boundaries among cultures. Babha (1994:37)termed that 
liminal or in-between space, where the ‗cutting edge of translation and negotiation‘ occurs as the third space. 
This third space raises the possibility of redefining aspects of a certain culture and cultural assimilation. In other 
words, third space is a mode of articulation, a way of describing a space that engenders new possibility. By 
exploring this third space, individual can leave polarity and ethnocentricm and blur the boundaries between ―we‖ 
and ―them‖ and finally make ―them‖ as ―us‖. (Babha, 1994: 39).  

 

Discussion 
 
Alim‟s Internal conflict 
There are so many aspects which shape someone‘s identity. Kathryn Woodward in her book, Identity and 
Difference (1997:1), explain the identity construction a follow. 
 

Identity in the contemporary world derives from a multiplicity of sources—from nationality, 
ethnicity, social class, community, gender, sexuality—sources which may conflict in the construction 
of identity position and lead to contradictory fragmented identities.  
 

Identity of a person can be constructed from various aspects, for example nationality, etnicity, social class, 
community, gender and sexuality. Those aspects can create conflicts in the process of identity construction and 
trigger fragmented identities which oppose one another.  

In the movie Touch of Pink, the contradict identities because migration process create conflict in Alim, the 
main character in the movie. Conflicts experienced by Alim triggered by his homosexuality which drift him apart 
from his root culture, Indian culture. This condition makes him to follow dominant culture (English) in his effort in 
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defining his cultural identity. As a central character of the movie, Alim is portrayed as Indian immigrant who tend 
to avoid living with other Indian community, rather he feels more comfortable living among white community. It is 
unsual phenomenon since generally immigrant chooses ti live with their cultural community to be able to be in 
touch with the root culture they leave behind. It is supported with the conversation between Alim and a shop 
owner below. 

 
Shop owner  : ―Tell me, where are you from?‖ 
Alim  : ―Linell Road...‖ 
Shop owner : ―No, no..., originally?‖ 
Alim  : ―Actually I grew up in Canada‖ 
Shop owner  : ―Originally, Where were you born?‖ 
Alim  : ―What‘s the difference?‖ 
 

From the above conversation, it can be said that Alim feel uncomfortable with the question about ‗origin‘ by 
avoiding to give answer. This corresponds the idea that actually Alim reject his ‗Indianess‘ because he cannot 
include his homosexuality in the concept of being Indian.  

This initial condition is being contested when Nuru, Alim‘s mother decides to visit him in London. The first 
step he takes is changing the interior of his apartment, like hiding the book and photograph related to his 
homosexual life. The manipulation of setting is seen as Alim‘s effort in presenting different identity in front of 
Nuru. As Boggs‘s (1999:68) idea that in a movie, setting is can be a method to characterize a certain character. 
Nuru is described as outhoritative figure in Alim‘s life. As a mother, Nuru is also seen as the symbol of ‗home‘ and 
‗root culture‘. The conflict between Nuru and Alim started when Nuru showing her dominance to Alim by 
criticizing Alim‘s ‗room mate‘, Giles, and trying to matchmake him with an Indian girl.  

 
Nuru : ―Okay, do you remember my friend, Zara? Her daughter, Mumtaz is all grown up now.‖ 
Alim : ―Oh, no no no.‖ 
Nuru : ―Oh, its true she‘s not a great beauty, but she has a heart as big as a pig. 
Alim : ―No, Ma. No.‖ 
Nuru : ―You think you are too good for her. You and your placebo group.‖ 
 

The conversation above clearly illustrate Nuru‘s domination on Alim. She spurts her opinion and ideas about many 
things without even wants to know Alim opinion. Further, Nuru thinks that Alim‘s life is not entirelly his, but ―I 
gave it to you. And if you want to give me grandchildren....‖. Strategically, she reminds Alim that in Eastern 
culture, a child is always attach to his/her parents and the community. Therefore, living according to the 
expectation of parents, family and community is crucial thing. 

The interesting thing about Alim‘s relationship with his mother is that even he seems to be uncomfortable 
being with his mother, several thing related to his mother makes him calm and nostalgic. Below is Alim‘s remark 
about his mother‘s picle sandwich. 

 
―You know, when I make pickle sandwiches, the inside always slip out when I eat them. And my 
fingers smell like pickle for the whole day... But when she makes them, everything somehow always 
stay in place.... I never thank you for the sandwiches.‖ 
 

Pickle—Indian traditional dish—made by Nuru may represent the Alim‘s past, maybe childhood and Indian cultural 
identity. It can be inferred that actually Alim respect Indian culture since it is part of his Identity as Indian 
immigrant. However, his can put Indian culture and his homosexuality side by side and this create never ending 
conflicts in Alim‘s life. 
 
Negotiation Done by Alim 
As explained before, that the contradict identities because migration process create conflict in Alim. In the climax 
of the story, Nuru finally knows the truth about Alim‘s homosexuality. When the conflict reaches its peak, Alim 
decides to do negotiation to solve the conflicts and attain his goal that is to get recognition about his sexual 
preference. This recognition is important for Alim because it will bring him to the deeper understanding about 
himself and lead him to define his cultural identity. Basically, each member of society undergoes identity changing 
influenced by evolving socio-cultural dynamics in many aspects in life, and so do the immigrant. They continuously 
creates their identity in line with present situation. In this case, White (1995: 6) argues that migration is about the 
changing of identity which generally creates such condition which allows immigrant to feel alienated in both socio-
cultural life of new society and root culture. 

The first step take by Alim as the attempt to negotiate is to go to Toronto to attend his cousin‘s wedding. 
For Alim, the trip to Toronto is the moment to retouch with Indian cultural identity. In fact, although he does 
respect Indian culture, he spends years to avoid it because his self conflict. Moreover, the trip to Toronto also 
means nostalgia and brings him back to his childhood moments.  

Alim‘s process to go back to Toronto is interesting to be discussed because in this step he has to face his 
culture root and eventually force him negotiate conflicts caused by the clash between Indian identity that he 
respect and homosexual identity which becomes his condition. By conducting that negotiation, he wants to get 
recognition toward his homosexuality because previously he denies his homosexuality when facing the authority of 
Indian culture. Alim‘s effort is seen from his openness in answering questions related to his origin. It is proven by 
the conversation takes place in the plane below. 
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Woman : ―So, are you visiting or heading back home?‖ 
Alim : ―Going back home. But I‘m visiting.‖ 
Woman : ―So you are from Toronto originally?‖ 
Alim : ―Well, my ancestors are from India. Well, I grew up in Canada....‖ 
 

Actually, the woman in the plane anly tries to be polite by asking question. She does not expect him to explain his 
family tree of origin. Alim‘s detail and awkward answer explaining his Indian ancestor can be seen as his effort in 
grasping his root culture and try to be comfortable with that fact. 

Next, the relationship between Alim and his mother slowly gets better when Alim comes to Toronto. For 
Nuru, Alim‘s presence in Toronto becomes important factor which makes her heart soften. She is relieved because 
she does not have to create stories about Alim in front of the family. She admits  that ―If you dont come, there 
will be more questions and I will have to make stories.‖ Nuru‘s attitude toward Alim when he is in Toronto is far 
different than when she visits him in London. In Toronto, Nuru does not show the demanding side of her as a 
mother. Instead, she genuinely wants to understand Alim and his life. 
Therefore, the process of Alim‘s negotiation is influenced by things outside of himself, that is Nuru‘s effort to 
negotiate with the reality about his son.  

This situation helps alim to eliminate identity barrier and embrace both Indian culture and Homosexuality 
as his identity. Referring to Babha‘s theory (1994), Alim open‘s up a third space of/for rearticulation of 
negotiation and meaning. It is proven by the conversation between Alim and his cousin below. 

 
Alim : ―I‘m in love with someone else.....his name is Giles.‖ 
Khaled : ―You‘re in love with a guy? You don‘t love man, Alim. Fuck 

  them by all means. But...., hey, he just playing around. I bet he  
  does‘t love you.‖ 

Alim : ―I love him‖ 
 

In this point, Alim admits that he is a homosexual to his Indian family member. It means, he is no longer feel 
uncomfortable with his condition, either being Indian or homosexual. Finally, he can live his live as a homosexual 
Indian immigrant without having any burden or conflict because  basically cultural identity is fluid thing which 
undergoes ongoing proccess. Hall in Woodward (1997: 53) stated that ―like everything historical, cultural idenities 
undergo constant transformation.‖ 
 

Conclusion 
 
The rigid view about cultural identity which put Indian culture and homosexuality in an antagonistic binary 
opposition create conflict in Alim, the main character of the movie Touch of Pink. Alim‘s conflict described as (1) 
Alim aviods to be in touch with his root culture and associate himself with Western culture instead, (2) Alim‘s 
ambivalence feeling of dominated/nostalgic about the presence of Nuru as representation of root culture. The 
conflicts lead Alim to negotiate and redefine his cultural identity. Alim‘s decision to attend his cousin‘s wedding is 
seen as his initial effort to do cultural communication. Furthermore, Alim‘s negotiation is influenced by Nuru‘s 
effort to negotiate with Alim‘s condition. Finally, Alim confess his homosexuality to his family and put himself in 
the third space. 
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